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Press Release 

  

Sony Offers Digital News System Mediabackbone Sonaps™ to TVB  

for Newsroom Workflow Transformation 

TVB to roll out Mediabackbone Sonaps™ and Mediabackbone Ensemble by Sony,  

an end-to-end solution that integrates every aspect of the news production process –  

from planning, acquisition and editing to playout, distribution and archiving 

 

Hong Kong, October 30, 2012 – Sony Corporation of Hong Kong Limited today announced 

that Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB) has selected Sony digital news system 

Mediabackbone Sonaps™ and Sony archiving system Mediabackbone Ensemble to transform 

overall workflow of its newsroom from ingest, editing and playout to archiving in addition to 

upgrading its production to High Definition. These systems are based on Sony's unparalleled 

achievements in the broadcasting industries and realised through decades of engineering 

experience working with prestigious broadcasters. 

 

Sony has developed a tailor-made solution based on Mediabackbone Sonaps™ for TVB News 

Production comes through critical study and evaluation to completely understand its workflow. 

The roll-out includes the Mediabackbone Sonaps™ system as well as Sony’s Mediabackbone 

Ensemble. Sony’s next generation workflow and archiving tools are a combination of 

innovative solutions set to streamline and enhance TVB’s existing system complexities, 

increase productivity and transform the entire process of delivering news to its dedicated 

viewers in Hong Kong and approximately 300 million households around the world. 

 

Today’s broadcasting demands call for much more efficient operations, including nonlinear, 

network-based operations, use of metadata, interoperability with other devices and system 

flexibility including easy migration from standard definition (SD) to high definition (HD). The 

new system will provide a complete file-based operation from acquisition to finished product 

for on-air. The phased migration approach ensures the challenges of migrating the existing SD 

system to a total high definition tapeless workflow are overcome without affecting daily 

operations. 

 

“Mediabackbone Sonaps™ is more than just a solution. Through an extensive consulting 

phase, Sony and TVB together identified current bottlenecks and future needs to design a 

bespoke system to perfectly fit daily operations. Connecting disparate, multi-vendor systems 

and various digital islands into a seamless workflow, there is little limitation to what 

Mediabackbone Sonaps™ can do for a newsroom workflow – it is a very open, integrative and 

flexible system that you can scale up for an absolutely future-proof system,” said Randy Ng, 

Division Manager, Professional Solutions Division, Hong Kong Marketing Company, Sony 

Corporation of Hong Kong Limited. 

 

“The expertise of Sony’s Mediabackbone Sonaps™ design and solutions team really helped us 

to define user workflows and illuminate any roadblocks that could either be eliminated or 
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simplified. We are pleased with the proposed system that reduces the complexities of the 

system architecture while making room available for future expansion. It certainly improves 

our productivity greatly and helps us in upgrading to HD production,” said Lam Chun Wing, 

Chief Engineer, Broadcasting Department, Engineering Division, Television Broadcasts 

Limited. 

 

“After extensive research of current offerings in the market, we found that no other solutions 

fit our requirements better in terms of cost, workflow and future expansion. We’ve partnered 

Sony for many years and it was a natural fit that we expanded our partnership beyond 

recorders and cameras,” Mr. Lam added. 

 

TVB’s newsroom transformation project lasts for nine months and includes a step-by-step 

upgrade to enable TVB News Production’s seamless transition to the new and more agile 

system by mid-2013. 

 

About Hong Kong Marketing Company 

Hong Kong Marketing Company (HKMC), a division of Sony Corporation of Hong Kong 

Limited, provides sales, marketing and after sales services for Sony’s consumer electronics 

products as well as broadcast and professional products in Hong Kong and Macau. For more 

information on Sony’s products and services, please visit its web site on www.sony.com.hk. 

 

About make.believe 

“make.believe” (make dot believe) is a Group-wide brand message that unites Sony’s 

communications initiatives across electronics, games, movies, music, mobile phones and 

network services. “make.believe” symbolizes the spirit of Sony – the power of creativity, the 

ability to turn ideas into reality and the belief that anything you can imagine, you can make 

real.  

 

About Television Broadcasts Limited 

Television Broadcasts Limited, commonly known as TVB, is the first wireless commercial 

television station in Hong Kong. It was first established on 19 November 1967 with only 

about 200 staff. The Group has now grown to a size of about 4,200 including contract artistes 

and staff in overseas subsidiary companies. The major activities of TVB are television 

broadcasting, programme production and other broadcasting related activities such as 

programme licensing, video distribution and satellite broadcasting etc. It transmits over 17,000 

hours of programming on its Chinese Jade channel and English Pearl channel free of charge to 

2.34 million homes in Hong Kong. It is one of the largest producers of Chinese language 

programming in the world. Many of the Chinese programmes are dubbed into other languages 

and are distributed to more than 40 countries and cities, accessible to over 300 million 

households. 
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